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ABOUT IAQ
Established in 1994, the Infrastructure Association of Queensland
(IAQ) is the peak body representing the entire infrastructure sector
across Queensland. As a member organisation, the IAQ provides
professional representation and value to our members through
government engagement, thought leadership and advocacy that
supports a sustainable infrastructure industry in Queensland.
Through independent research and policy consideration, we regularly
inform the Queensland discussion about how to prioritise and
progress state significant infrastructure and enhance public services.
IAQ’s 70 plus members include leading infrastructure asset owners,
construction, engineering, architecture, accounting, investment,
communications, legal and advisory firms, all whom are active in
shaping Queensland’s thriving infrastructure sector.
A 2019 membership list is provided at the back of this report.

OUR PRIORITIES

Investment

Encourage stronger Private
Sector investment and Public
Sector expenditure. Ensuring
quality of investment
through business cases
and sound planning.

Innovation

Partnerships

Continue partnerships with
government and industry to
develop the primary policies
of government protecting our
industry’s future.

Actively lead the advocacy of innovation in the
industry through policy, procurement and delivery.
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Community

Become a community reference
point through extending the
Association’s involvement in
infrastructure development
espousing the benefits
of infrastructure to the
wider economy.

Member engagement

Promote the Association’s work through regular
forums and events and member participation to
harness the skills and reputation they offer.

WHAT IS SPOTLIGHT?

Information gathered from the survey will be used

Spotlight provides an authoritative snapshot of the

and the community on the continuing need for

sectors expectations, perceptions and confidence

expansion and enhancement of infrastructure for

levels. Commencing in November 2017, Spotlight

Queensland’s economic and social development.

to better inform how we engage with governments

is a longitudinal study, occurring across important
sector touch points over an extended period of
time. Intended to be rolled out periodically, it will
provide the IAQ with an ability to show the patterns
of a survey variable over time and assist us come
to learn about cause-and-effect relationships.
Spotlight can also help reveal ‘sleeper issues’
affecting our member organisations that might
otherwise not be revealed.
This report provides an overview of the results from
our third IAQ Spotlight survey, conducted between
04 April to 22 April 2019 and reflects sentiment
through the 2018-2019 Financial Year.
On 11 April, mid-survey, Prime Minister Scott
Morrison announced the federal election will
be held on 18 May 2019.

SPOTLIGHT APRIL 2019
PROUDLY BROUGHT
TO YOU BY LOGIKAL
LogiKal is a leading Project Management
consultancy, specialising in helping clients find
innovative ways to manage and delivery complex
infrastructure projects. Recognised as a leading
innovator in the project delivery space, our UK team
currently leading the application of BIM into the
Project Delivery space on the High Speed 2 Rail
Project, by integrating BIM into Project Controls for
improved Cost and Schedule management.
We have developed and implemented innovative
approaches to interface management as well as

WHY SPOTLIGHT?

progress measurement and contracting strategies

Infrastructure activity in Queensland is highly

way a Client and Contractor think about measuring

sensitive to government policy, global demand for

and paying for progress. LogiKal provide clients

commodities and our reputation as an investment

with a unique combination of services including

destination. Reflecting cause-and-effect from

training and strategic expertise and advice as well

changes to settings within these three areas,

as providing skilled professionals to support their

activity is rarely at a sustained level and the sector

teams, which ensure we leave a long lasting legacy.

is prone to boom and bust cycles. Because of
this, businesses and organisations exposed to
Queensland infrastructure investment cycles face
unique challenges, quite different to other sectors
such as banking, retail, tourism and general services.

for major projects that enable a step change in the

With offices around Australia, Asia and the UK we
are proudly servicing a wide range of clients with
the delivery of complex major projects across Rail,
Airports, Ports, Utilities, Defence and Resources
sectors.

The IAQ’s Spotlight Survey of the Queensland
infrastructure sector responds to this important
difference and is the only survey of its type,
providing critical insights into the sentiment of IAQ
members and other organisations directly involved
in infrastructure planning and development across
the state.
If you’re interested in sponsoring our next
Spotlight survey please contact Kim Ellis at
membership@iaq.com.au

www.iaq.com.au
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BACKGROUND
The April 2019 survey was conducted against a backdrop
of positive and negative factors influencing respondents.

IAQ RESEARCH FINDS MAJOR
PROJECT EXPENDITURE TO
SOFTEN IN FY2020

On 15 March, the Queensland Government

Released in mid-March 2019, the IAQ-QMCA 2019

alignment with a cluster of local councils. Federally,

Major Projects Pipeline Report1 contains mixed
news. While the overall size of the pipeline is
roughly the same as last year, much more of the
pipeline is weighted towards the latter years of
the forecast – and much of this remains unfunded.
Further, the report finds that after 2 years of
strengthening activity, there is not enough funded
work to avoid a decline in major project activity in
2019/20 of circa 24%. The forward pipeline relies on
timely environmental approvals for the ARTC Inland

announced they had secured a negotiation process
with the Federal Government to agree a SouthEast Queensland Regional City Deal, involving
there has been an increased focus on infrastructure
announcements in the lead up to the 2019 Federal
election. The 02 April Federal Budget made
allocations to several jointly funded road and rail
projects but continued to exclude CRR, which
remains fully funded by the State. Unexpectedly,
the $500 million Gateway Motorway extension from
Bracken Ridge to Pine River received an allocation
beyond the 4 year forward estimates, despite
having no business case.

Rail project and for high profile private sector coal
& rail projects planned for the Galilee Basin, which
continue to be delayed.

INFRASTRUCTURE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
COME THICK AND FAST

BIM BY 2023
On 30 November 2018, Queensland Minister
for Infrastructure Cameron Dick announced the
state’s new principles for building information
modelling (BIM), which aims to help improve
the way government infrastructure is designed,
built and used. The Digital Enablement for

On 04 April, the Queensland Government

Queensland Infrastructure – Principles for BIM

announced successful tenderers for the three major

Implementation policy means that the use of

packages on the $5.4 Bn Cross River Rail (CRR)

BIM will now be required on all new government

project. On 29 March, the ARTC Inland Rail project

construction projects with an estimated capital

announced formal commencement of procurement

cost of $50 million or more. The principles used to

for the Public Private Partnership to design, build,

implement BIM will be put to work as the system is

finance and maintain the section from Gowrie

progressively applied on all new major government

outside Toowoomba to Kagaru near Beaudesert.

construction projects by 2023. Businesses impacted

On 20 April, the Destination Brisbane Consortium

by this policy announcement are at various levels of

announced the preferred bidder for the

preparedness to adopt.

intergrated-resort component of Queen’s Wharf.

1.
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KEY INSIGHTS
Optimistic Outlook for both Australian
and Queensland Infrastructure Activity

Some 91% of respondents believe Australian

Just under 80% of respondents believe Queensland

infrastructure activity will remain either at the

infrastructure activity will remain either at the

current strong level or increase during the next six

current levels or increase even more during the next

months compared to the last six months. 51% say

six months compared to the last six months. 53%

they expect activity to strengthen.

say that they expect activity to strengthen, a slight
overall decrease from July 2018. In pin-pointing

Survey sentiment is that NSW and Victoria continue

strengthening sectors, respondents considered

to play catch-up, investing in much needed public

Renewable Energy Generation to be a standout

infrastructure, particularly in the capital cities.

Queensland asset class, with 45% indicating

Following re-election of the NSW Government in

stronger project activity in 2019 compared to the

March 2019, there are now $60 billion worth of

last 6 months of 2018. Airports, Freight Rail and

major projects in the NSW pipeline (Prospective to

Passenger Rail are other asset classes cited as

Announced), with ten new projects added following

having stronger performance in 2019 to date.

the election. The 2019-20 Federal Budget also saw
long-term commitments to road and rail projects
across the country. Infrastructure funding over the
four years to FY2022-23 has increased to $29.5
billion, $8 billion higher than last year’s Budget.

How do you expect Australian and Queensland’s infrastructure activity
to perform in the next 6 months in comparison with the last 6 months?
Much stronger
Somewhat stronger
About the same
Somewhat weaker
Much weaker
0%

5%

10%

Australia

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

Queensland

www.iaq.com.au
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Top 4 performing asset classes in the past 6 months

+

+

+

+45%
Renewable Energy
Generation

+34%
Airports

+
+31%

Freight Rail

+34%
Passenger Rail

How do you expect infrastructure activity to perform in next 6 months in comparison
with last 6 months
80%

80%

70%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%
0%

0%
Aus
Nov 17
Stronger

Aus
July 18
About the same

Aus
Apr 19
Weaker

QLD
Nov 17
Stronger

QLD
July 18
About the same

QLD
Apr 19
Weaker

18 month trend shows Australian activity could be reaching
the top of the curve.

Business Confidence softens

Despite optimism in the rising level of Australian

Over 40% cite deteriorating business conditions,

and Queensland infrastructure activity Queensland

with similar levels noting rising input and employee

has suffered a recent setback in terms of business

costs. Despite 48% reporting increased revenue in

confidence, returning the lowest business

the past 6 months, only 23% increased profitability,

confidence indicators since November 2017.

with 33% decreasing their profitability.

Comments indicate there is a clear separation
between the good news of increasing revenues on

Political Stability trended up to be the key concern

the one hand, and unfavourable business conditions

for businesses, with many respondents wary of

and rising costs eroding profitability on the other.

delay in approvals to mining, resources and dam
projects, plus the politics of a strained relationship
between Federal State governments.
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Over 80% of respondents cite Federal & State

now on a par with retaining and recruiting qualified

capital works expenditure as a either a moderate,

employees. Respondents indicate a need to explore

major or critical constraint on business growth.

and develop alternative risk allocation approaches

Respondents are aware of the Queensland

in procurement and delivery models to achieve both

Governments financial capacity to fund both Cross

Value-for-Money for government and sustainable

River Rail and all other projects in its pipeline.

profitability for business.

Constraints from Local Government and Defence
sector expenditure are less pronounced, indicating

Looking forward, the same number of respondents

less of an impact on business confidence from these

consider less favourable business conditions will

two sectors.

emerge in the next 6 months as those that consider
emergence of more favourable. Rising costs and

Increasing risk-aversity from infrastructure clients

softening profitability are set to continue to weigh

has continued to climb up the rankings as a

heavily against expected increases in revenue

constraint on business growth since November 2017,

through 2019.

How has your business performed during the past 6 months compared
with the prior six-month period?
Q8

33

Employment levels
Favourable business conditions

19

Profitability

22

41

20

36

32
44

30

Other input costs

36

60

Employee Costs

40

60

40

Total revenue
0%

29

20%

40%

19

60%

Significantly increased
About the same

10

80%

100%

Increased

Decreased

Significantly decreased

Major-Critical constraints on business growth at the moment
Political Stability

3 6

Compliance &
Complexity
of Environ Regs
Cost of tendering
& bidding
Retaining & recruiting
qualified employees

31
21

11
4

37

31%119

34

17 31
16

0%

31%

19

37

26

31

33
40%

20%
No/Nil

23

Minor

60%

Moderate

7%
7

9
9%
16
16%

80%
Major

100%
Critical

www.iaq.com.au
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SURVEY FINDINGS
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS
Primary focus of respondent organisations
Other
Engineering / Design consultancy
Government
Infrastracture Investor
Stakeholder Management & Comms
Legal Advisor
Construction Contractor
Infrastracture Advisory
Business Case / Economics Advisory
Asset or infrastructure owner
0%

10%

20%

30%

Number of employees
in respondent organisation

%

101+

0-5

10%

6-20

13%
58
19%
21-100

58% of respondents
have >100 employees
8/
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A full list of
Infrastructure
Association of
Queensland member
companies is provided
on page 22 and 23.

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS
COMPARED WITH THE PREVIOUS 6 MONTH PERIOD
42% of respondents indicate less favourable business conditions, citing
uncertainty in projects, unfair risk allocation and strong competition.
How has your business performed during the past 6 months compared
with the prior six month period?

33

Employment levels
Favourable
business conditions
Profitability

41

19

20

36

22

32

44

10
30

Increasing

Decreasing

36%

23%

22%

42%

23%

33%

Other input costs

36

60

40%

0%

Employee Costs

40

60

40%

0%

Total revenue

40

48%

23%

0%

20%

40%

Significantly increased
About the same

Decreased

29

19

60%

80%

100%

Increased
Significantly decreased

Revenues have strengthened for almost half of respondents, with opportunity
to diversify coming from private sector funded energy and mining projects.
But delay in project approvals, funding commitments and increasing competition
are a drag on profitability.
Negative factor – Extreme levels of competition
among contractors – the profitless east coast
infrastructure boom continues Construction contracts
with unfair risk allocation where generally all risks
are passed down to the contractor accompanied by
stringent contract administration during delivery.
Purely a recipe for disputes.

Positive factor - Diversification from core clients,
increasing activity in mining and renewables has
counter balanced the uncertainty of infrastructure
projects.

Positive factor - The quantity of infrastructure
activity across the east coast of Australia.

Negative factor – Green tape. Uncertainty around
market conditions delaying investment decisions.

+

Positive factor - Increased government
panel opportunities.

1. Research & Development into next generation
technology and infrastructure (eg. Renewable power
generation, different models for power supply,
automation.
2. Global economic factors – Chinese economy demand
for resources, Chinese investment. 3. Government
infrastructure investment 4. Private industry investment

Negative factor – Infrastructure commitments are
slow to emerge, with award dates on major contracts
dragging. Question marks over the Inter-Government
Agreement for the Inland Rail project is impacting the
QLD market.

-

Negative factor – Low-cost Asian manufacturing.

www.iaq.com.au
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ASSET CLASS PERFORMANCE OVER LAST
6 MONTHS COMPARED WITH PREVIOUS 6 MONTHS
Renewable Energy Generation continues its rise
to the detriment of Other Energy Generation.
Activity in Airports, Passenger Rail and Freight Rail
also perceived to have performed strongly in past
6 months.
At a state level, what is your perception of how activity in each infrastructure asset
class performed over the past six months compared with the previous six months?

+

-

+

-42%
+11%
Social
Infrastructure

+

2%
Telecomms
& Utilities

+

Non-renewable
Energy Generation

+
12%

+45%

+34%

Renewable Energy
Generation

+

Airports

Ports & Marine

-

+

0%
+31%
Freight Rail

+34%
Passenger Rail

+

+
+14%
Water
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+10%
Roads &
Bridges

*Nett number of respondents
indicating perceived increase
or decrease in activity

 OOKING FORWARD - PERCEPTION OF
L
INFRASTRUCTURE ACTIVITY IN THE NEXT
6 MONTHS COMPARED WITH THE LAST 6 MONTHS
National activity still heading up the
curve and Queensland is starting to follow
How do you expect Australian and Queensland’s infrastructure activity
to perform in the next 6 months in comparison with the last 6 months?
Much stronger
Somewhat stronger
About the same

Weaker
QLD 20%

Somewhat weaker

Australia 9%

Same
QLD 27%

Australia 40%

Stronger

Much weaker

QLD 53%

0%

5%

10%

15%

Australia

20%

25%

30%

35%

Australia 51%

40%

45%

Queensland

What are the biggest emerging issues in the next 6 months and beyond?
What are you currently most optimistic about it?

Optimistic - Big projects. But
it is feast or famine. For those
working on big projects there
is much work. For those not,
it’s very lean.

Issue - Election promises are made based in minimal evidence
to support the case, where other projects have been assessed and
completed through the appropriate channels and do not receive funding.
There appears to be a gap between documentation produced (e.g.
Shaping SEQ, and other Government documentation and the direction
proposed with this upcoming election).

Optimistic - SEQ is transforming so it is genuinely
exciting time, delivering great outcomes for the
communities.

Optimistic - The commencement of major
works packages for Cross River Rail and
Brisbane Metro, and the potential availability
of other projects such as B2N.

Issue - Lack of funding from a failure to recycle assets
(as has been benefiting NSW & VIC) and governmental
dithering over permits allowing the progression of the
Adani project and Inland Rail.

Optimistic - The increased appetite for
innovative uses of technology, enabling
more flexibility in price to deliver a superior
outcome.

www.iaq.com.au
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LOOKING FORWARD - BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
IN THE NEXT 6 SIX MONTHS COMPARED WITH
THE PAST 6 MONTHS
Outcome of the upcoming Federal election splits
sentiment – respondents perceive a clearer energy policy
and potential for better collaboration with the State,
with potential downside coming from change to project
priorities and protracted government approvals.
How do you believe your business will perform in the next 6 months compared
with the past six months?
Increasing
Employment levels
Favourable
business conditions
Profitability

23

Other input costs

33

37

46

27%

33%

19%

65

34%

0%

54

41%

5%

52%

19%

20%

18

29
40%

60%

Significantly increased
About the same

27%

48

47
0%

16%

23

40

Total revenue

38%

46

29

Employee Costs

15

Decreased

Decreasing

18
80%

100%

Increased
Significantly decreased

What factors will positively and negatively affect the
performance of your business during the next 6 months?

Positive factor – Once the federal election is over,
we will have the clarity around energy policy and
infrastructure funding, so our clients are more likely
to invest.

+

-

Negative factor – Change of focus if a new federal
government elected, planned projects not proceeding,
major tender documents not being released when
expected a redirection of government spend from other
capex programs to meet Cross River Rail commitments.

Positive factor – If labour win the federal election,
QLD Government should have an additional $2.2B
to spend on infrastructure.
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+

Positive factor – Federal certainty of projects
increased, collaboration between state and
federal government.

Negative factor – If projects are further delayed in
coming to market e.g. dams have a lot of political
drivers, as does new coal mines in the Galilee.

Positive factor – Increasing the number of
transactions from business case to procurement.

Negative factor – Dominance of mega-projects will
substantially reduce the opportunity for the industry
other than foreign Tier 1’s.

+

+

-

CONSTRAINTS TO
BUSINESS GROWTH
Level of government capital expenditure
a constraint for 90% of respondents.
How much does expenditure on capital works (by each sector) constrain your business
growth at the moment?

Q14a

Defence

29

Private Sector

9

Local Government

9

Federal Government
State Government

19

29
33

34
10

8

21

34
23

0%

13

46

20%
No / Nil

7

43

19
40%
Minor

6

27

31
10

20

17

60%

Moderate

80%
Major

100%
Critical

6
On a scale of 1-10, how confident are you
in reaching your 12 month business goals?

1

10

www.iaq.com.au
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CONSTRAINTS TO
BUSINESS GROWTH (CONT)
Other key factors constraining growth
Contract disputes & payment security
Risk averse Clients

20
6

Availability of growth capital

14

6

Retaining & recruting qualified employees

11
4
0%

No/Nil

Minor

36

19

19

37
31

20%

7
23

34

17

8

13

37

16
10%

17

31

31

10%

11

19

30

21

Compliance & complexity of Environment Regs

14

37

21

19

Political stability

26

26

16

Climatic conditions

Cost of tendering & bidding

29

7

26

9

33
40%

Moderate

60%
Major

16
80%

100%

Critical

Political stability, risk-averse clients and finding qualified employees
also major-critical constraints for over half of respondents.
Q24

In the next 6 months, do
you expect a skills shortage
in Queensland to affect
performance of your business?

No

54%

Yes

46%

Optimistic -As a recruitment firm, our biggest challenge is the availability of candidate and attracting
talent back to Queensland in a highly competitive national market.

14 /
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CONSTRAINTS TO
BUSINESS GROWTH (CONT)
Do you feel your location
negatively affects the success
of your business?

85% of respondents happy
with their business location
in Queensland.

Are you currently investing in
training and/or the capability of
your employees in Queensland?

Yes
No

15%

85%

No

Yes

11%

89%

89% of respondents are currently
investing in training and/or the
capability of their employees in
Queensland.

www.iaq.com.au
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IN YOUR VIEW, WHAT ARE QUEENSLAND
INFRASTRUCTURE’S BIGGEST EMERGING
ISSUES IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS AND BEYOND?

Resourcing

availability

resources

need

Cross River Rail green tape

State

priority

Government planning projects pipeline funding

transport

Lack

Queensland

investment

Change in Australian
Government imminent,
retirement of Brisbane
Mayor and consideration of
how new Governments will
work together.

infrastructure

commitment

Rail

projects

change visibility

Cross River

capacity

The biggest emerging issue I see is with respect to the election
promises are made based in minimal evidence to support the
case, where other projects have been assessed and completed
through the appropriate channels and do not receive funding.
There appears to be a gap between documentation produced
(e.g. Shaping SEQ, and other Government documentation and
the direction proposed with this upcoming election).

Lack of funding from a failure to recycle
assets (as has been benefiting NSW/ VIC) and
governmental dithering over permits allowing the
progression of the Adani project and Inland Rail.

Sovereign risk to
investment too much
red and green tape

spend

Key focus projects that will draw
government funding to meet project
expectations. This may strip funding from
other program and regions.

Accommodating CRR,
NGR, ETCS effects across
the rest of SEQ rail
network.

Majority of work
concentrated
to 1-2 major projects

Competition for resources to deliver projects with other states rolling out projects simultaneously
(particularly in the rail space).
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WHAT COULD THE QUEENSLAND INFRASTRUCTURE
SECTOR LEARN FROM OTHER STATES OR OTHER
JURISDICTIONS? (E.G. RECENT TRENDS IN PLANNING,
PROCUREMENT, FINANCING, DELIVERY)
approach

collaborative contract

infrastructure

planning
Asset

political

sustainable

Better

risk NSW funding

government

projects Long term planning

Asset recycling contracts

procurement Increased

Sell provide delivery

Could adopt a similar framework to the NSW government ten-point plan on collaborative contracting.
Increase long term planning to provide businesses with sustainable, known pipeline of work (similar
to Victoria).

Follow ten-point
procurement plan
from NSW.

Asset recycling to provide
a source of funding for
infrastructure investment.
We are being left behind.

Accommodating CRR, NGR,
ETCS effects across the rest
of SEQ rail network

Break up the packages of work to encourage
more competition in the market, all states are
struggling to attract bidders as the Tier One’s
are flat strapped.

Asset recycling as a funding method would
greatly assist Queensland. Ownership reform
of publicly owned utilities would also improve
efficiency and service outcomes.

One single 3D model for all of SEQ as per
London example. With all these expensive
bids underway, it’s extraordinary there are
multiple parties creating their own 3D model.

Get the city deal Program of works right via
Masterplanning approach.

www.iaq.com.au
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SPOTLIGHT ON
DIGITAL READINESS
Each survey, we test attitudes towards a contemporary issue affecting infrastructure.
In this April 2019 survey, our Spotlight is on Digital Readiness.
Adaptation and the ability to utilise digital technologies to improve business efficiency and
innovate is becoming increasingly important. Our digital readiness survey questions assess
how prepared organisations are to capitalise on opportunities arising from digitisation,
including Building Information Modelling (BIM).
Please list any new digital business practices your company has introduced in the last
12 months. Digital practices include the use of digital modelling, big data, sensors,
digital analytics, connectivity, automation etc.
Other

Data analytics

21

12

“A strong cross section
of respondents have are
adopted advances in data
analytics and building
information modelling in
the last 12 months.”

11
2

Social media analytics

2

Building Information
Modelling (BIM)

5
Artificial intelligence /
machine learning

Survey tools and techniques

How ready or prepared is your organisation to capitalise on
opportunities arising from digital technology innovation?

The ability to capitalise
on digital technology
and innovative ideas is
a critical imperative for
all organisations seeking
to grow their business.
Interestingly it was the
smallest organisations
saying they were most
prepared. These results
could point to increased
agility in smaller
organisations.
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100%
100%
80%
80%
60%
60%

40%
40%
20%
20%
0%
0%

0 to 5
0 to 5
employees

employees

6 to 20
6 to 20
employees

employees

Very prepared

Very prepared
Uncertain
Uncertain

21 to 100
21 to 100
employees

employees

Somewhat prepared

101+
101+
employees

employees

Somewhat prepared

Not prepared
at prepared
all
Not
at all

My business is being held back from adopting new digital
technologies or improving its digital maturity because of

Cost of change to our business
Other

12
21

We don’t have a digital
strategy in place
Concerns about cyber
security or privacy
and data breaches

16
5
5
17

15
Lack of adequately
skilled staff or
access to skills needed
to adopt technologies

Cost of technology
(hardware and software)

5

Lack of understanding
and confidence to use
the technologies

We don’t need to adopt new technologies
in our business to survive or grow

Cost, technological understanding and access to skilled staff were
seen as key limitations of adopting new digital technologies. This
points to the need for organisations to be continually upskilling and
budgeting and forecasting adequately for future technology.

“A lack of understanding of new technologies, the cost of technology, and staff skill levels were the
top three constaints to adoption of digital technologies.”

“Responses received suggest that smaller organisations are more prepared to capitalise on
opportunities arising from digital technology, than larger organisations. Smaller may correspond
to more nimble.”

www.iaq.com.au
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To what extent is your organisation utilising BIM
(Building Information Modelling) or similar approaches?
Planning

18
Other

53

20

19

36

Design

Construction

9
Operate and Maintain

Not applicable

BIM use was highest in design, construct and planning phases
and less utilised for operate and maintain.

“A strong cross section of respondents have are adopted advances in data analytics and building
information modelling in the last 12 months.”

Now that the QLD government has mandated BIM , what are the
top 10 items government should be doing to further improve
infrastructure digitisation and maturity within industry?
Reward those projects that
use BIM.

Levels mandated for the use of
BIM Principles levels are too low
to benefit project owners.

Be clear on the level of BIM
required in tenders.

Mandate that all asset owners
contribute
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Sharing 3D models of SEQ.

Be clear on minimum
requirements.

We need to follow stricter
BIM standards such as that
used overseas in Scandinavia,
Singfapore and the UK.

Assess and state how BIM will
be used in projects and to what
extent it is required.

Coordinated approach
from Government.

Facilitate training

Have a clear position on
platform and make sure it is
consistant across all levels of
government and asset.

Get a consistent BIM strategy.

Which areas in your business have benefited from productivity
improvements using digital collaboration tolls such as BIM?
Design
Construction
Management
Contracting
Quality Assurance
Surveying
Operations & Maintenance
Workforce Management
Site Management
Site Safety
Customer responsiveness / meeting customer needs
100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%
20%

Large productivity gains

Minimal productivity gains

10%

0%

No productivity gains

Moderate productivity gains

Uncertain

Given that much of this technology is in its infancy, it is unsurprising
that there is a lot of uncertainty about where productivity benefits
are coming from and are likely to come from in the future.

“Large to moderate productivity gains are being experienced in particular in management, quality
assurance and surveying.”
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HAVE YOUR SAY:
If you have any comments or
observations on this survey, please
email to membership@iaq.com.au

